Overview of Outputs

- **Participants:** 1,723
- **Credits Earned:** 2,040
  - 72% pass rate
- **Increased Engagement from FY20-21**
  - 71% of students engage with Youth on Record 4-5 times per week (compared to 62% in FY20-21)
Demographic Data Tracked

Are you currently or have you ever experienced homelessness?

- No: 77.2%
- Yes: 14.9%
- Prefer not to say: 7.9%

Do you currently have or have you ever had an Individualized Education Plan?

- No: 67%
- Yes: 24%
- Prefer not to say: 9%

Are you currently or have you ever been in foster care?

- No: 94.1%
- Yes: 3%
- Prefer not to say: 3%
"Because I Came to YOR..."

- I'm better at taking responsibility for my actions
- I'm better at standing up for what I believe
- I do better in school
- I feel better about my future

Bar chart Comparison:
- FY20/21 vs. FY 21/22
"Coming to YOR has helped me to..."

- Feel better about myself
- Learn I can do things I didn't think I could do before
- Feel I can make more of a difference
- Feel I am better at handling whatever comes my way
- Finish tasks on-time
- More easily see myself graduating from high school
- Become more interested in going to school
- Try harder in school
- Get along better with my classmates

[Bar chart showing percentage improvements from FY 21/22 to FY 20/21]
Increased Social-Emotional Skills

- Based on survey responses, YOR is having a positive impact on many social-emotional skills. For example, respondents agree that because they came to YOR, they are better at listening to other people (94% completely agree or sort of agree), they make better decisions (87%), they are better at setting goals (87%), and they are better at solving problems (88%). These percentages are relatively consistent with findings from last year.

Increased Resiliency

- Solid trends from the previous three years (89%, 92%), 93% of this year's students agree coming to YOR has helped them feel better about themselves and 92% agree that they feel better about their futures.

Increased Academic Success and Achievement

- 88% of respondents agree that coming to YOR has helped them do better in school as well as try harder in school (87%). Additionally, 89% of respondents agree that coming to YOR has helped them more easily see themselves graduating from high school.

Increased Post-Secondary and Career Readiness

- A majority of respondents (91%) agree that they have a better understanding of what it means to work as an artist because they came to YOR. Also, 82% of survey respondents agree they are more prepared to go to college or vocational school and 82% agree they are more likely to attend college or vocational school because of YOR.

Increased Economic Stability

Consistent with last year, this survey reveals that 90% of respondents are more confident in their ability to find a job and 91% are more aware of careers that interest them because of attending YOR.
WHAT DO YOU LIKE BEST ABOUT COMING TO YOUTH ON RECORD?

IF YOU COULD CHANGE 1 THING AT YOR, WHAT WOULD IT BE?

Most students (54%) said they wouldn't change a thing about YOR

"Participants shared that if they could change something, they would like more engagement and diversity in the lessons including more activities as well as more time at YOR through longer classes, more studio time or classes every day."
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